
sorship. Likewise,American educational institutions can find
ways of joining forces with Chinese rights defenders to pro-
mote democracy and human rights in China.
So why shouldAmerican schools promote human rights

through Chinese rights defenders instead of dealing directly
with the Chinese public at large? One factor, of course, is the
ability of Chinese rights defenders to communicate effectively
with their fellow citizens; but more importantly, these rights
defenders are already troubled by the Communist regime’s
human rights violations, and are therefore more motivated to
fight for human rights thanWesterners who have had less
direct experience with such violations.
Information would be an optimal component of coopera-

tion betweenAmerican educational institutions and Chinese
rights defenders for promoting human rights and democracy
in China. For example, it would be helpful to have articles
fromAmerican newspapers such as TheWashington Post translated
into Chinese and posted on the Internet.There are also many
foreign-language books describing China’s history and current
affairs, but at present, on the Internet, if a Chinese person types
the Chinese characters for the KoreanWar into Google, all that
comes up are books and articles published by the Chinese gov-
ernment.Translation of foreign-language resources into Chi-
nese would give Chinese people access to a wider range of
information and viewpoints.Also, many articles and books by
Chinese rights defenders and independent intellectuals should
be translated into English soAmericans can gain a better
understanding of the situation in China.We should never
underestimate the influence of the written word on people’s
thinking.
This kind of partnership betweenAmerican schools and

Chinese rights defenders would avoid many of the ideological
roadblocks that plague exchanges involving hand-picked aca-
demics and officials. It would also provide clearly observable
and measurable results in the form of posted or published arti-
cles,Web site hits, reader comments and other interactive
methods.These projects would cost money, of course, but at
least it would be money well spent. By entering China through
the Internet,American educational institutions could more
effectively and directly reach the people in China to cultivate a
sense of justice, democracy and human rights.
Such efforts do not have to be confined to educational insti-

tutions. Getting back to ordinaryAmericans who seem reluc-
tant to engage me in conversations about democracy, I realize
this may be because some people think that no matter how
much we talk about democracy, the Communist regime in
China will stay the same. But this is not true, because a country
is just the people living there. If a majority of people clearly do
not want to be led by a government, that government cannot
stay in power. Right nowmany people in China are unhappy
with the government, but they don’t see anything they can do
about their situation.That is why information is so important.
And information doesn’t have to come from an institution—it
can be passed along by each and every one of us, in the class-
room, over the Internet and in person. I hope everyAmerican
will make an effort to contribute in his or her own way to the
democratization of China.

What Have We Learned from France?

BY DENG LIN

If we were to select the one majorWestern nation that has
the most harmonious relations with the People’s Republic
of China, France would be the first choice.As Chinese
officials tell us, after the founding of the PRC in 1949,
France went out of its way to become the firstWestern
power to establish diplomatic relations with the newborn
political power. Since then, relations between these two
nations have grown increasingly warm and close.This
gradual strengthening of relations has brought frequent
exchanges of visits between top leaders of both nations,
an abundance of commercial activity, and joint sponsor-
ship of the high-profile LesAnnées Chine-France (The
Year of China and France) in 2004.Yet despite all this
goodwill and enthusiasm in official interactions,we have
not learned from France that which is most needed and
would be of greatest value.
The idea for China’s much-criticized toll highways

was borrowed from France.The same is true of the elec-
tromagnetic maglev train, an advanced technology that,
ironically, is not viewed favorably in France. Moreover,
the influence of France on Chinese intellectuals has a
long history, and easily rivals official influence.
The French Revolution of more than 200 years ago,

where national martyrs called for “liberty, equality, fra-
ternity,” roused intellectuals in the May Fourth Move-
ment of 1919 to issue their own pleas to save the nation
and people from a looming threat.This influence carried
through to another student protest 70 years later—June
Fourth—and continues to embolden some Chinese
intellectuals to fervently advance their cause, even as
Western intellectuals more critically reconsider the
achievements of the French Revolution.
According to a recentAssociated Press report, the

French government gave an order to its tourism office
discouraging restaurateurs from discussing with Chinese
guests certain topics Beijing typically dislikes, such as
Tibet,Taiwan and human rights (although soy sauce can
still be provided).That a modernWestern democracy such
as France would exhibit such obsequious behavior
toward a totalitarian regime is surprising and dismaying.
With the lure of commercial opportunity in this day and
age, countries willing to let the Chinese Communist Party
choose which stops to pull are no doubt numerous, but
France is the most unabashed.
France is not a worthy model for the Chinese.

Translated by KeithWright

The original Chinese article was posted on theWeb site of Democ-

racy Forum, http://www.asiademo.org/read.php?id=8301.
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